
Instructions For Advanced Cash Grid Releasing - Root Ball Technique 

1. Ask if this person can handle releasing anything at this time. If so, how much?  If 

not, when can their bodies process more?  If you cannot intuit the information, use 

muscle testing (kinesiology or pendulum) 
 
 

2. When using the root ball technique, determine how many layers they can handle 

at one time.  Generally, no more than 6 layers/beliefs. (at this time 5/15/12) 
 

3.  Take the root of the beliefs related to one or more emotional or physical issues 

and put it in the Grid for that person. (imagine a root ball)  Have the Grid "resolve 

and release it in a timeline that is gentle on their body and soul. Let the Grid do the 

work" 
 

4. Ask Source/Spirit/God to fill their body with white light 

5.  Have your client take at least 3 sips of water or other liquid and take deep 

breaths and let go.  Stay with them until they feel good. 
 
 

6. If they have a difficult time releasing, intuit what they need to hear to let go 
 

7. Keep documentation of results if you want to be certified in the Advanced Cash 

Grid method. This will also be good for your business in terms of case studies and 

testimonials. You can send results to Stacey as she is keeping documentation as 

well. It is possible one of your case studies will be in her book with your name and 

website next to it. This can bring you business :) 

8. Intuit how long it will take to integrate the new beliefs and how long before they 

can have another session and re lease more. 
 
 

9.  As a plus, you can intuit what they will need help with next. 
 

Instructions for Cash Grid Attraction 

 

1. Ask what they desire. 
 

2. Ask Source if they have any conflicting beliefs with what they desire. 
 

3. If so, put those beliefs in the grid to resolve and release ( if their body and soul is 

ready for this) 
 

4. Then have the Grid attract what they desire for them. Do NOT put the person in 

the Grid. 
 

5. "Let the Grid do the work" 
 

6. You will know when it is done as your energy will rise. 
 

7. Document results when possible.  This will be good for your business in terms of 

testimonials and case studies. 
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